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Abstract
We present ghOSt, our infrastructure for delegating kernel
scheduling decisions to userspace code. ghOSt is designed
to support the rapidly evolving needs of our data center
workloads and platforms.
Improving scheduling decisions can drastically improve
the throughput, tail latency, scalability, and security of important workloads. However, kernel schedulers are difficult
to implement, test, and deploy efficiently across a large fleet.
Recent research suggests bespoke scheduling policies, within
custom data plane operating systems, can provide compelling
performance results in a data center setting. However, these
gains have proved difficult to realize as it is impractical to
deploy a custom OS image(s) at an application granularity,
particularly in a multi-tenant environment, limiting the practical applications of these new techniques.
ghOSt provides general-purpose delegation of scheduling policies to userspace processes in a Linux environment.
ghOSt provides state encapsulation, communication, and
action mechanisms that allow complex expression of scheduling policies within a userspace agent, while assisting in
synchronization. Programmers use any language to develop
and optimize policies, which are modified without a host
reboot. ghOSt supports a wide range of scheduling models,
from per-CPU to centralized, run-to-completion to preemptive, and incurs low overheads for scheduling actions. We
demonstrate ghOSt’s performance on both academic and realworld workloads, including Google Snap and Google Search.
We show that by using ghOSt instead of the kernel scheduler,
we can quickly achieve comparable throughput and latency
while enabling policy optimization, non-disruptive upgrades,
and fault isolation for our data center workloads. We opensource our implementation to enable future research and
development based on ghOSt.
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Introduction

CPU scheduling plays an important role in application performance and security. Tailoring policies for specific workload
types can substantially improve key metrics such as latency,
throughput, hard/soft real-time characteristics, energy efficiency, cache interference, and security [1–26]. For example,
the Shinjuku request scheduler [25] optimized highly dispersive workloads – workloads with a mix of short and long
requests – improving request tail latency and throughput
by an order of magnitude. The Tableau scheduler for virtual
machine workloads [23] demonstrated improved throughput
by 1.6× and latency by 17× under multi-tenant scenarios.
The Caladan scheduler [21] focused on resource interference
between foreground low-latency apps and background best
effort apps, improving network request tail latency by as
much as 11,000×. To mitigate recent hardware vulnerabilities [27–32], cloud platforms running multi-tenant hosts
had to rapidly deploy new core-isolation policies, isolating
shared processor state between applications.
Designing, implementing, and deploying new scheduling
policies across a large fleet is an exacting task. It requires developers to design policies capable of balancing the specific
performance requirements of many applications. The implementation must conform with a complex kernel architecture,
and errors will, in many cases, crash the entire system or
otherwise severely impede performance due to unintended
side effects [33]. Even when successful, the disruptive nature
of an upgrade carries its own opportunity cost in host and
application downtime. This creates a challenging conflict
between risk-minimization and progress.
Prior attempts to improve performance and reduce complexity in the kernel by designing userspace solutions have
significant shortcomings: they require substantial modification of application implementation [1, 10, 21, 25, 34, 35],
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agent(s) then use a transaction-based API in a synchronous
path to commit scheduling decisions for the threads (§3.2).
ghOSt supports concurrent execution of multiple policies,
fault isolation, and allocation of CPU resources to different
applications. Importantly, to enable practical transition of
existing systems in the fleet to use ghOSt, it co-exists with
other schedulers running in the kernel, such as CFS (§3.4).
We demonstrate that ghOSt enables us to define various
policies leading to performance comparable or better than
existing schedulers on both academic and production workloads (§4). We characterize the overheads of key ghOSt operations (§4.1). We show that ghOSt’s overheads are small
and range from 265 ns for message delivery, several hundred
nanoseconds to context-switch into an agent, and 888 ns
to schedule a thread, making ghOSt scheduling overheads
only slightly higher than in existing kernel schedulers. With
amortization, these overheads allow just a single ghOSt agent
to schedule over 2 million threads per second (Fig. 5). We
evaluate ghOSt by implementing centralized and preemptive
policies for 𝜇s-scale workloads that lead to high throughput
and low tail latency in the presence of high request dispersion [10, 25] and antagonists [1, 21] (§4.2). We compare
ghOSt to Shinjuku [25], a specialized modern data plane, to
show ghOSt’s minimal overhead and competitive 𝜇s-scale
performance (within 5% of Shinjuku) while supporting a
broader set of workloads, including multi-tenancy.
We also implement a policy for Snap [2], our production
packet-switching framework used in our data centers, leading to comparable and in some cases 5-30% better tail latency than MicroQuanta, our soft real-time scheduler used
today (§4.3). We then implement a ghOSt policy for machines running Google Search (§4.4). By customizing the
policy to the machine’s topology, in <1000 total lines of code,
we demonstrate that ghOSt matches the throughput provided by the existing scheduler, and often outperforms the
latency by 40-50%. Lastly, we implement a policy for virtual
machines (§4.5) that is secure against recently discovered
microarchitectural vulnerabilities [27–32] and show that
ghOSt’s performance is competitive with a pure in-kernel
policy implementation. With ghOSt, scheduling strategies —
previously requiring extensive kernel modification — can be
implemented in just 10s or 100s of lines of code.
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Figure 1. Overview of ghOSt.
require dedicated resources in order to be highly responsive [1, 21, 25], or otherwise require application-specific
kernel modifications [1, 2, 10, 21, 25, 34–37].
Although Linux supports multiple scheduling implementations; tailoring, maintaining, and deploying a different
mechanism for each application is impractical to manage on
a large fleet. One of our goals is to formalize which kernel
changes are required to enable a plethora of optimizations
(and experimentation) in userspace, on a stable kernel ABI.
Further, the hardware landscape is ever changing, stressing existing scheduling abstraction models [38] originally
designed to manage simpler systems. Schedulers must evolve
to support these rapid changes: increasing core counts, new
sharing properties (e.g., SMT), and heterogeneous systems
(e.g., big.LITTLE [39]). NUMA properties of even a singlesocket platform continue to increase (e.g., chiplets [40]). Compute offloads such as AWS Nitro [41] and DPUs [42] as well
as domain-specific accelerators such as GPUs and TPUs [43]
are new types of tightly coupled compute devices that exist
entirely beyond the domain of a classical scheduler. We need
a paradigm to more efficiently support the evolving problem domain than is possible today with monolithic kernel
implementations.
In this paper, we present the design of ghOSt and its evaluation on production and academic use-cases. ghOSt is a
scheduler for native OS threads that delegates policy decisions to userspace. The goal of ghOSt is to fundamentally
change how scheduling policies are designed, implemented, and
deployed. ghOSt provides the agility of userspace development
and ease of deployment, while still enabling 𝜇s-scale scheduling. ghOSt provides abstraction and interface for userspace
software to define complex scheduling policies, from the
per-CPU model to a system-wide (centralized) model. Importantly, ghOSt decouples the kernel scheduling mechanism
from policy definition. The mechanism resides in the kernel
and rarely changes. The policy definition resides in userspace
and rapidly changes. We open-source our implementation to
enable future research and development using ghOSt [44, 45].
By scheduling native threads, ghOSt supports existing applications without any changes. In ghOSt (Fig. 1), the scheduling policy logic runs within normal Linux processes, denoted as agents, which interact with the kernel via the ghOSt
API. The kernel notifies the agent(s) of state changes for
all managed threads – e.g., thread creation/block/wakeup
– via message queues (§3.1) in an asynchronous path. The

2

Background & Design Goals

Large cloud providers and users (e.g., cloud clients) are motivated to deploy new scheduling policies to optimize performance for key workloads running on increasingly complex hardware topologies, and provide protection against
new hardware vulnerabilities such as Spectre [29–32] and
L1TF/MDS [27, 31, 46] by isolating untrusted threads on
separate physical cores.
Scheduling in Linux. Linux supports implementing multiple policies via scheduling classes [7]. Classes are ordered
by their priority: a thread scheduled with a higher priority
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class will preempt a thread scheduled with a lower priority class. To optimize performance of specific applications,
developers can modify a scheduling class to better fit the application’s needs, e.g., prioritizing the application’s threads to
reduce network latency [21] or scheduling the application’s
threads using real-time policies to meet deadlines [47] for
database queries. In principle, a cloud provider or an application developer can also create an entirely new class/policy
(rather than modify an existing one) optimized for a specific
service, such as cloud virtual machines [24] or a reinforcement learning framework [20]. However, the complexity of
implementing and maintaining these policies in the kernel
leads many developers to instead use existing generic policies, such as the Linux Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS [7]).
Therefore, existing classes in Linux are designed to support
as many use-cases as possible. It is then challenging to use
these overly-generic classes to optimize high-performance
applications to use the hardware at maximum efficiency.
Implementing schedulers is hard. When developers
do embark on designing a new kernel scheduler, they find
these schedulers hard to implement, test, and debug. Schedulers are typically written in low-level languages (C and
assembly), cannot leverage useful libraries (e.g., Facebook
Folly [48] and Google Abseil [49]), and cannot be introspected with popular debugging tools. Lastly, schedulers
depend on and interact with complicated synchronization
primitives including atomic operations, RCU [50], task preemption, and interrupts, making development and debugging even harder. Long-term maintenance is also a challenge.
Linux rarely merges new scheduling classes, and would be
especially unlikely to accept a highly-tuned non-generic
scheduler. Thus, custom schedulers are maintained out-oftree with consistent merge churn as upstream Linux evolves.
Deploying schedulers is even harder. Deploying
changes to scheduling policy requires deploying a new kernel across a large fleet. This is extremely challenging for
cloud providers. So much so that, in our experience, kernel
rollouts are not well-tolerated below an O(month) granularity. To install a new kernel on a machine, cloud providers
must migrate or terminate the machine’s assigned work, quiesce the machine, install the new system software, allow
system daemons to re-initialize, and finally, wait for newly
assigned applications to become ready to serve again. Initial
deployment of the new scheduler is only the beginning. After
the first release candidate is deployed, the cloud provider will
make frequent changes to fix bugs and tune performance,
repeating the expensive process described above. At Google,
for instance, there was a scheduler bug on our disk servers
that led to millions of dollars of lost revenue until the bug was
noticed and fixed [51]. ghOSt enables scheduler update, testing, and tuning without having to update the kernel and/or
reboot machines and applications.
User-level threading is not enough. ghOSt is a kernel scheduler running in userspace, scheduling native OS

threads. In contrast, user-level threading runtimes schedule user threads. These runtimes [22, 48, 52–60] multiplex
M user threads on N native threads. This is inherently unpredictable: although the userspace runtime may control
which user thread runs on a given native thread, it cannot
control when that native thread is scheduled to actually run
or which CPU it runs on. Even worse, the kernel can deschedule a thread holding a user-level lock. To overcome
this limitation, developers have two options. (1) Dedicate
CPUs to the native threads running the user-threads, thus
guaranteeing implicit control. However, this option wastes
resources at low workload utilization, because the dedicated
CPUs cannot be shared with another application (see §4.2),
and requires extensive coordination around scaling capacity.
Alternatively, developers can (2) stay at the mercy of the
native thread scheduler, allowing CPUs to be shared, but
ultimately losing the control over response time that they
turned to a user-level runtime for. ghOSt enables the best
of both worlds by guaranteeing control over response time
while allowing flexible sharing of CPU resources.
Custom scheduler/data plane OS per workload is impractical. Previous work, such as Shinjuku, Shenango, and
others [1, 10, 21, 25, 34], implemented highly specialized data
plane operating systems with custom scheduling policies and
network stacks for specific network workloads. Although
these systems provide good performance for their targets,
their kernel implementation cannot be easily changed and
they provide poor performance for other workloads. Shinjuku [25] is 2,535 lines of code and cannot co-exist with other
applications in the system (§4.2). Shenango [1] is 8,399 lines
of code and can only implement a single thread scheduling
policy for network workloads. Adding an additional policy
requires significant code modification. Further, both systems
are unable to run on machines without particular NICs and
Shenango cannot schedule non-network workloads.
Custom scheduling via BPF is insufficient. An attractive way to customize kernel scheduling is to inject BPF [61]
programs into the kernel scheduler, as has been done for
other kernel subsystems [62]. It is indeed possible to implement a Linux scheduler class whose function pointers
call a BPF program to decide which thread to run next. Unfortunately, BPF is limited in its expressiveness and which
kernel data structures it can access. For example, the BPFverifier must be able to determine that loops will exit, and
BPF programs cannot use floats.
More importantly, BPF programs run synchronously, meaning they must react quickly to scheduling events, blocking
the CPU until they complete. An asynchronous scheduler, in
contrast, can receive scheduling events and react to these
events at a later time. Therefore, an asynchronous model,
such as the global scheduler described in §3.3, can make
scheduling decisions based on a wider perspective of the system, comprised from multiple scheduling events. That being
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Figure 2. ghOSt policies manage CPUs assigned to enclaves. Each enclave can be managed by a different ghOSt policy.
said, BPF plays a large role in ghOSt to accelerate fast-path operations and provide customization at performance-critical
spots in the kernel, as explained in §3.2.
2.1 Design Goals

assigned to each host must be migrated or restarted and
the host itself must reboot. This time-consuming process
reduces compute capacity and hinders the data center’s faulttolerance until the update completes. This is even a challenge
for users rolling out their own policies for similar reasons:
they must maintain service uptime while manually taking
down and upgrading nodes. Therefore, the scheduling policy
should be decoupled from the host kernel and ghOSt must
allow new policies to be deployed, updated, rolled-back, or
even crash without incurring the machine-reboot costs.

ghOSt’s goal is to introduce a new paradigm for designing,
optimizing, and deploying schedulers. We design ghOSt with
the following requirements in mind:
Policies should be easy to implement and test. As
new workloads, kernels, and heterogeneous hardware enter the data center, implementing new scheduling policies
should not mandate yet another kernel patch. As DashFS [63]
demonstrated, implementing systems in userspace rather
than kernel space simplifies development and enables faster
iteration as popular languages and tools can be used.
Scheduling expressiveness and efficiency. Cloud
providers and users need to express scheduling policies for a
wide variety of optimization targets, including throughputoriented workloads, 𝜇s-scale latency-critical workloads, soft
real-time, and energy efficiency requirements.
Enabling scheduling decisions beyond the per-CPU
model. The Linux scheduler ecosystem implements scheduling algorithms that make per-CPU scheduling decisions, i.e.,
they use a per-CPU model. Recent work demonstrates compelling tail latency improvements for 𝜇s-scale workloads via
centralized, dedicated polling scheduling threads [1, 21, 25],
i.e., they use a centralized model. Other systems such as ESXi
NUMA [64] and Minos [15] have also demonstrated the benefits of coordination at a granularity coarser than a single
CPU, such as per-NUMA-node. The centralized model is
difficult to support within Linux’s existing “Pluggable Scheduler” framework, as the framework is implemented with the
assumption of a per-CPU model. ghOSt should support delegating scheduling decisions to remote CPUs to support all
scheduling models from per-CPU to centralized and everything in between.
Supporting multiple concurrent policies. Machine capacity is continuing to horizontally scale with the addition of
hundreds of cores and new accelerators, supporting multiple
loads and tenants on a single server. ghOSt must support
partitioning and sharing the machine so that multiple scheduling policies may execute in parallel.
Non-disruptive updates and fault isolation. OS upgrades on a large fleet incur expensive downtime. The work

3

Design

We now discuss ghOSt’s design and implementation, and
explain how they achieve our requirements listed in §2.
ghOSt overview. Fig. 1 summarizes the ghOSt design.
Userspace agents make scheduling decisions and instruct
the kernel how to schedule native threads on CPUs. ghOSt’s
kernel side is implemented as a scheduling class, akin to the
commonly used CFS class. This scheduling class provides
userspace code with a rich API to define arbitrary scheduling
policies. To help the agents make scheduling decisions, the
kernel exposes thread state to the agents via messages and
status words (§3.1). The agents then instruct the kernel on
scheduling decisions via transactions and system calls (§3.2).
We will use two motivating examples throughout this section: per-CPU scheduling and centralized scheduling. Classical kernel scheduling policies, such as CFS, are per-CPU
schedulers. Although these policies typically employ loadbalancing and work-stealing to even out the load across the
system, they still operate from a per-CPU perspective. The
centralized scheduling example is similar to the models proposed in Shinjuku [25], Shenango [1], and Caladan [21]. In
this case, there is a single global entity constantly observing
the entire system and making scheduling decisions for all
threads and CPUs under its purview.
Threads and CPUs. ghOSt schedules native threads on
CPUs. All threads mentioned in this section are native
threads, in contrast to user-level threads mentioned in §2.
We refer to logical execution units as CPUs. For example, we
consider a machine with 56 physical cores and 112 logical
cores (hyperthreads) to have 112 CPUs.
Partitioning the machine. ghOSt supports multiple concurrent policies on a single machine using enclaves. A system
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can be partitioned into multiple independent enclaves, at
CPU granularity, each of which runs its own policy, as depicted in Fig. 2. From a scheduling perspective, the enclaves
are isolated. Partitioning makes sense especially when running different workloads on a single machine. It is often
useful to set the granularity of these enclaves by machine
topology, such as per-NUMA-socket or per-AMD-CCX [40].
Enclaves also help in isolating faults, limiting the damage of
an agent-crash to the enclave it belongs to (see §3.4).
ghOSt userspace agents. To achieve many of our design goals, the scheduling policy logic is implemented in
userspace agents. The agents can be written in any language
and debugged by standard tools, making them easier to implement and test. To achieve fault tolerance and isolation, if
one or several of the agents crash, the system will fall back
to the default scheduler, such as CFS. The machine is then
still fully functional while a new ghOSt userspace agent is
launched — either the last known stable release or a newer
revision with a fix.
Thanks to the crash resilience property, updating a scheduling policy amounts to relaunching the userspace agents,
without having to reboot the machine. This property enables
experimentation and rapid policy customization for a wide
variety of hardware and workloads. Developers can make
a policy tweak and simply relaunch the agents. Dynamic
update of a ghOSt policy is discussed in §3.4.
Regardless of the scheduling model — per-CPU or centralized — each CPU managed by ghOSt has a local agent,
as shown in Fig. 2. In the per-CPU case, each agent is responsible for thread scheduling decisions for its own CPU.
In the centralized case, a single global agent is responsible
for scheduling all CPUs in the enclave. All other local agents
are inactive. Each agent is implemented in a Linux pthread
and all agents belong to the same userspace process.
3.1

ghOSt messages. In ghOSt, the kernel uses the messages
listed in Table 1 to notify the userspace agents of thread
state changes. For example, if a thread was blocked and now
ready to run, the kernel posts a THREAD_WAKEUP message. Additionally, the kernel informs the agents of timer ticks with a
TIMER_TICK message. To help agents verify they are making
decisions based on the most up-to-date state, messages also
have sequence numbers, as will be explained later.
Message queues. Messages are delivered to agents via
message queues. Each thread scheduled under ghOSt is assigned a single queue and all messages about that thread’s
state changes are delivered to that queue. In the per-CPU
example, each thread is assigned to a queue corresponding
to the CPU it is intended to run on (Fig. 2, left). In the centralized example, all threads are assigned to the global queue
(Fig. 2, right). Messages for CPU events, such as TIMER_TICK,
are routed to the queue of the agent thread associated with
the CPU.
Although there are many ways to implement queues, we
opted to use custom queues in shared memory to efficiently
handle agent wakeups (explained below). We deemed existing queue mechanisms to be insufficient for ghOSt as
they only exist in specific kernel versions. For instance, the
BPF system passes BPF events to userspace via BPF ring
buffers [65] and recent versions of Linux also pass asynchronous I/O messages to userspace via io_urings [66].
These are both fast lockless ring buffers that synchronize
consumer/producer access. However, older Linux kernels
and other operating systems do not support them.
Thread-to-queue association. After ghOSt’s enclave
initialization, there is a single default queue in the enclave. The agent process can create/destroy queues using
the CREATE/DESTROY_QUEUE() API. Threads added to ghOSt
are implicitly assigned to post messages to the default
queue. That assignment can be changed by the agent via
ASSOCIATE_QUEUE().
Queue-to-agent association. A queue may be optionally configured to wake up one or more agents when messages are produced into the queue. The agent can configure
the wakeup behavior via CONFIG_QUEUE_WAKEUP(). In the
per-CPU example, each queue is associated with exactly one
CPU and configured to wake up the corresponding agent. In
the centralized example, the queue is continuously polled
by the global agent so a wakeup is redundant and therefore
not configured. The latency of producing a message into a
queue and observing it in the agent is discussed in §4.1.
Agent wakeup uses the standard kernel mechanism to
wake up a blocked thread. This involves identifying the agent
thread to be woken up, marking it as runnable, optionally
sending an interrupt to the target CPU to trigger a reschedule,
and performing a context switch to the agent thread.
Moving threads between queues/CPUs. In our perCPU example, to enable load-balancing and work-stealing
between CPUs, agents can change the routing of messages

Kernel-to-Agent Communication

Exposing thread state to the agents. For agents to make
scheduling decisions for threads under their purview, the kernel must expose thread state to the agents. One approach is to
memory-map existing kernel data structures into userspace,
such as task_structs, so agents can inspect them to infer
the thread state. However, the availability and format of
these data structures varies between kernels and kernel versions, tightly coupling userspace policy implementation with
kernel version. Another approach is to expose thread state
via sysfs files, in a /proc/pid/... fashion. However, file
system APIs are inefficient for fastpath operations, making it
difficult to support 𝜇s-scale policies: open/read/fseek, originally designed for block devices, are too slow and complex
(e.g., require error handling and data-parsing).
Ultimately, we need a kernel-userspace API that is both
fast and does not depend on the underlying kernel implementation of threads. Inspired by distributed systems, we
use messages as an efficient and simple solution.
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Messages
THREAD_CREATED
THREAD_BLOCKED
THREAD_PREEMPTED
THREAD_YIELD
THREAD_DEAD
THREAD_WAKEUP
THREAD_AFFINITY
TIMER_TICK

Syscalls
AGENT_INIT()
START_GHOST()
TXN_CREATE()
TXNS_COMMIT()
TXNS_RECALL()
CREATE_QUEUE()
DESTROY_QUEUE()
ASSOCIATE_QUEUE()
CONFIG_QUEUE_WAKEUP()

Table 1. ghOSt messages and system calls.
from threads to queues via ASSOCIATE_QUEUE(). It is up to
the agent implementation (in userspace) to properly coordinate the message routing across queues to agents. If a thread
has its association change from one queue to another while
there are pending messages in the original queue, the association operation will fail. In that case, the agent must drain
the original queue before re-issuing ASSOCIATE_QUEUE().
Synchronizing agents with the kernel. Agents operate on the system’s state as observed via messages. However, while the agent is making a scheduling decision, new
messages may arrive into the queue which could change
that decision. This challenge is slightly different for the perCPU example versus the centralized scheduling example (see
§3.2 and §3.3). Either way, we address this challenge with
agent/thread sequence numbers: Every agent has a sequencenumber, 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 , which is incremented whenever a message is
posted to a queue associated with that agent. We explain our
use of 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 for the per-CPU example in §3.2. Every thread 𝑇
has a sequence-number,𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 , which is incremented whenever
that thread posts a new state change message, 𝑀𝑇 . When an
agent pops the queue it receives both a message and its corresponding sequence number: (𝑀𝑇 ,𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 ). We explain how
we use 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 for the centralized scheduling example in §3.3.
Exposing sequence numbers via shared memory.
ghOSt allows agents to efficiently poll auxiliary information
about thread and CPU state through status words, mapped
into the agent’s address space. For brevity, we only discuss
our use of status words to expose sequence numbers, 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞
and 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 , to the agents. When the kernel updates a thread’s or
agent’s sequence number, it also updates the corresponding
status word. Agents can then read the sequence numbers
from the status words in the shared mapping.

1 void Agent :: PerCpuSchedule () {
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 }

DrainMessageQueue () ; // Read messages from queue
Thread * next = runqueue_ . Dequeue () ;
if ( next == nullptr ) return ; // Runqueue empty .
// Schedule thread :
Transaction * txn = TXN_CREATE ( next - > tid , my_cpu );
TXNS_COMMIT ({ txn }) ;
if ( txn - > status != TXN_COMMITTED ) {
// Txn failed . Move thread to end of runqueue .
runqueue_ . Enqueue ( next ) ;
return ;
}
// The schedule has succeeded for ` next `.

Figure 3. Scheduling a thread in per-CPU agent code.
then inspect whether those requests succeeded or not. A
shared memory interface is therefore more suitable. As
a side note, using transactions in shared memory as the
scheduling interface would allow, in the future, to offload
scheduling decisions to an external device with access to
that memory.
Inspired by transactional memory [67] and database [68]
systems, we designed our own transaction API, implemented via shared memory. These systems support fast, distributed commit operations with atomic semantics, and there
could be multiple commits that simultaneously target the
same remote node. ghOSt agents require similar properties.
Agents open a new transaction in shared memory with the
TXN_CREATE() helper function. The agent writes both the
TID of the thread to schedule along with the ID of the CPU to
schedule the thread on. In the per-CPU example, each agent
only schedules its own CPU. When the transaction is filled
in, the agent commits it to the kernel via the TXNS_COMMIT()
syscall, which kicks off the commit procedure and triggers
the kernel to initiate a context switch. A simplified example
is shown in Fig. 3.
Group commits. In the centralized scheduling example,
to allow ghOSt to scale to hundreds of CPUs and hundreds of
thousands of transactions per second, we must mitigate the
expensive cost of system calls. We amortize the cost of transactions by introducing group commits. Group commits also
reduce the number of interrupts to be sent to other CPUs,
similar to Caladan [21]. An agent commits multiple transactions by passing all of them to the TXNS_COMMIT() syscall.
This syscall amortizes the expensive overheads over several
transactions. Most importantly, it amortizes the overhead of
sending interrupts by using the batch interrupt functionality
present in most processors. Instead of sending multiple interrupts (one per transaction), the kernel sends a single batch
interrupt to the remote CPUs, saving significant overhead.
Sequence numbers and transactions. In the per-CPU
example, the agent committing a transaction is giving up its
CPU to the target thread it is scheduling. Messages posted to
the queue while the agent is running do not cause a wakeup,
since the agent is already running. However, the new message in the queue might be from a higher-priority thread,

3.2 Agent-to-Kernel Communication
We now describe how the agents instruct the kernel which
thread to schedule next.
Sending scheduling decisions via transactions.
Agents send scheduling decisions to the kernel by committing transactions. Agents must be able to schedule both their
local CPU (per-CPU case) as well as other remote CPUs
(centralized case). The commit mechanism must be fast to
support 𝜇s-scale policies and scale to hundreds of cores.
For the per-CPU example, a syscall interface, in theory,
would suffice. For the centralized case, the agent needs to
efficiently send scheduling requests to multiple CPUs and
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via a shared-memory window into the agent’s address space.
The specifics of how the agent uses the BPF infrastructure
to schedule threads on CPUs is part of the scheduling policy.
The ghOSt BPF program is essentially an extension of the
agent itself, and hence the BPF bytecode is embedded in the
agent binary, using libbpf [69].

1 void GlobalAgent :: CentralizedSchedule () {
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

DrainMessageQueue () ;
map < Cpu , Thread * > assignments ;
// GetIdleCPUs () will return all available CPUs .
for ( const Cpu & cpu : GetIdleCPUs () ) {
Thread * next = runqueue_ . Dequeue () ;
if ( next == nullptr ) break ; // Runqueue empty .
assignments [ cpu ] = next ; // Run `next ` on `cpu `.
}
// Now send transactions for all assignments :
vector < Transaction * > txns = Schedule ( assignments ) ;
for ( const Transaction * txn : txns ) {
// Check if `txn ` committed successfully .
if ( txn -> status != TXN_COMMITTED ) {
Thread * next = GetThreadFromTID ( txn - > tid ) ;
// Transaction failed . Re - enqueue .
runqueue_ . Enqueue ( next ) ;
continue ;
} } }
vector < Transaction * > GlobalAgent :: Schedule (
const map < Cpu , Thread * >& assignments ) {
vector < Transaction * > txns ;
for ( const auto & [ cpu , next ] : assignments ) {
Transaction * txn = TXN_CREATE ( next - > tid , cpu ) ;
txns . push_back ( txn ) ;
}
TXNS_COMMIT ( txns ) ;
return txns ;
}

3.3

The Centralized Scheduler

We now explain additional implementation details required
for constructing a centralized scheduling ghOSt policy.
One global agent with a single queue. For centralized
scheduling, there is a single global agent polling a single
message queue and making scheduling decisions for all CPUs
managed under ghOSt. If a designated CPU already runs a
ghOSt thread, the transaction will preempt that previous
thread in favor of the new one. A simplified example of
the scheduler’s code is depicted in Fig. 4. Intuitively, the
centralized policy may seem incapable of supporting 𝜇s-scale
scheduling, though we show in §4 that ghOSt has comparable
or better overall performance on our production workloads.
Avoiding preemption of the global agent. To support
𝜇s-scale scheduling, the global agent must continuously run,
as any preemption will directly lead to scheduling delays.
To prevent global agent preemption triggered by a higher
priority kernel scheduling class, ghOSt assigns all agents a
high kernel priority, similar to real-time scheduling. In other
words, no other thread in the machine, whether ghOSt or
non-ghOSt, can preempt agent-threads. This priority assignment, however, will destabilize the system unless handled
carefully. For example, most systems have per-CPU daemon
worker threads that must run on their designated CPUs.
ghOSt maintains the system’s stability in the following
way. All inactive agents immediately yield, vacating their
CPUs. Whenever a non-ghOSt thread needs to run on the
global agent’s CPU, 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 , the global agent performs a
“hot handoff” to an inactive agent on another CPU, 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 .
For example, if the kernel CFS scheduler tries to schedule
a thread on 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 , the global agent will first find an
idle CPU (𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 ) and then wake up the inactive agent on
𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 to serve as the new global agent. Once 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒 runs
the global agent, the old global agent yields, allowing the
CFS thread to run on 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 .
Sequence numbers and centralized scheduling. At
some point, the global agent may have an inconsistent view
of a thread’s state. For example, a thread 𝑇 might post a
THREAD_WAKEUP message. The global agent receives this message and decides to schedule 𝑇 on 𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑓 . In the meantime,
some entity in the system invoked sched_setaffinity(),
leading to a THREAD_AFFINITY message, forbidding 𝑇 from
running on 𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑓 . We need a mechanism to ensure that the
transaction that schedules 𝑇 on 𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑓 will fail.
In principle, we can use agent sequence numbers, as described above for the per-CPU example. However, the global

Figure 4. A simplified example of a global agent.
and would affect the scheduling decision if the agent were
aware of it. The agent will only get a chance to inspect that
message on the next wakeup, which is too late. We now explain how to address this challenge via sequence numbers
for the per-CPU example. We explain the slightly different
case for centralized scheduling in §3.3.
We resolve this challenge using the agent sequence number, 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 . An agent polls for its 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 by inspecting the agentthread’s status word. Recall that 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 is incremented when a
new message is posted to the queue associated with the agent.
The order of operations is: 1) Read 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 ; 2) Read messages
from queue; 3) Make a scheduling decision; and 4) Send 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞
alongside the transaction to TXNS_COMMIT(). If the 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 sent
with the transaction is older than the current 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑞 observed
by the kernel (i.e., a new message was posted to the agent’s
queue), the transaction is considered “stale” and will fail with
an ESTALE error. The agent then drains its queue to retrieve
the newer messages and repeats the process.
Accelerating scheduling with BPF. The user-level flexibility provided by ghOSt is not free: message delivery and
group scheduling incur up to 5 𝜇s (see Table 3 in §4.1); in the
centralized scheduling model, a thread might wait an entire
centralized-scheduling loop until a scheduling decision is
committed on its behalf (30 𝜇s in §4.4).
ghOSt allows recovering that lost CPU time via a custom BPF program, attached by the agent to the kernel’s
pick_next_task() function. When a CPU becomes idle and
the agent has not already issued a transaction, the BPF program issues its own transaction, picking a thread to run on
that CPU. The BPF program communicates with the agent
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Linux CFS (kernel/sched/fair.c)
Shinjuku [25] (NSDI ’19)
Shenango [1] (NSDI ’19)

6,217 LOC
3,900 LOC
13,161 LOC

ghOSt Kernel Scheduling Class
ghOSt Userspace Support Library
Shinjuku Policy (§4.2)
Shinjuku + Shenango Policy (§4.2)
Google Snap Policy (§4.3)
Google Search Policy (§4.4)
Secure VM Kernel Policy (§4.5)
Secure VM ghOSt Policy (§4.5)

3,777 LOC
3,115 LOC
710 LOC
727 LOC
855 LOC
929 LOC
7,164 LOC
4,702 LOC

agents while keeping the enclave infrastructure intact, or by
(b) destroying the enclave and starting from scratch.
Replacing agents and destroying enclaves. ghOSt supports updating an agent “in-place” without destroying the
enclave. Userspace code can query, and epoll on, whether
an agent is attached to an enclave. To upgrade an agent, we
run both old and new agents concurrently; the new agent
blocks until the old agent crashes or exits and is no longer
attached. The new agent extracts the state of all threads in
the enclave from the kernel and resumes scheduling. If this
process fails, either the kernel or userspace code can destroy
the enclave. Destroying the enclave kills all the agents in
that enclave, keeping other enclaves in the system intact,
and automatically moves all threads in the destroyed enclave
back to CFS. At this point, the threads are still functioning
normally but are scheduled by CFS instead of ghOSt.
ghOSt watchdog. Scheduling bugs in ghOSt or in any
other kernel scheduler have system-wide consequences. For
example, a ghOSt thread may be preempted while holding
a kernel mutex, and if it is not scheduled for too long, it
could transitively stall other threads including those in CFS
or other ghOSt enclaves. Similarly, the machine will grind
to a halt if critical threads such as garbage collectors and
I/O pollers are not scheduled. As a safety mechanism, ghOSt
automatically destroys enclaves with misbehaving agents.
For example, the kernel will destroy an enclave when it
detects an agent has not scheduled a runnable thread within
a user-configurable number of milliseconds.

Table 2. Lines of code for ghOSt and compared systems.
agent has to support many thousands of threads that continuously post messages to the global queue, making it time
consuming to drain the queue. Unlike the local agent in the
per-CPU example, the global agent is not giving up its own
CPU. The global agent must only verify that it is up-to-date
with respect to the thread 𝑇 being scheduled right now.
We solve this issue with thread sequence numbers. Recall
that every queued message 𝑀𝑇 is tagged with the thread sequence number 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 as (𝑀𝑇 ,𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 ). When the agent commits
a transaction for thread 𝑇 , it sends the transaction along with
the most recent sequence number for 𝑇 it is aware of: 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞 .
When the kernel receives the transaction, it verifies that 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑞
is up to date with respect to the thread in the transaction.
Otherwise, the transaction fails with an ESTALE error.
3.4

Fault Isolation and Dynamic Upgrades

Interaction with other kernel scheduling classes. One
of ghOSt’s design goals is enabling easy adoption on existing
systems. So even if a ghOSt policy is faulty, we still want
ghOSt-managed threads to interact well with other threads
in the system. We want to avoid ghOSt threads causing unintended consequences for other threads, such as starvation,
priority inversion, deadlock, etc.
We achieve this goal by assigning ghOSt’s kernel scheduler
class a lower priority (§2) than the default scheduler class —
typically CFS — in the kernel’s scheduling class hierarchy.
The result is that most threads in the system will preempt
ghOSt threads. The preemption of a ghOSt thread leads to
the creation of a THREAD_PREEMPT message, triggering the
relevant agent (which is running in a different high priority
scheduling class) to make a scheduling decision. The agent
further decides how to handle the preemption.
Dynamic upgrades and rollbacks. ghOSt enables rapid
deployment, since updating the scheduling policy (i.e., the
agents) does not require restarting the kernel or applications.
Many production services can take minutes to hours to start,
particularly to populate in-memory caches. Similarly, we
want to minimize interruptions for client virtual machines.
These long-running applications continue to run correctly
during a planned agent update or an unplanned agent crash.
ghOSt achieves dynamic upgrades by either (a) replacing the

4

Evaluation

Our evaluation of ghOSt focuses on three questions: (a) What
are the overheads of ghOSt-specific operations, which are
not present in classical schedulers (§4.1); (b) How do scheduling policies implemented with ghOSt perform in comparison
to prior work, such as Shinjuku [25] (§4.2); and (c) Is ghOSt
a viable solution for large-scale and low-latency production workloads, including Google Snap (§4.3), Google Search
(§4.4), and virtual machines (§4.5)?
4.1

Analysis of ghOSt Overheads and Scaling

Lines of code: Table 2 presents the lines of code (LOC) for
ghOSt and, for reference, related work such as the Linux CFS
scheduler. ghOSt is production-ready and flexibly supports
a range of scheduling policies for our production workloads
with 40% less kernel code than CFS. The policies in this section can be short (few 100s LOC) as they utilize common
functions from a userspace library. This reflects an advantage of working within higher-level languages for policy
definition: more flexible abstractions, enabling complexity
to be focused on the scheduling decisions.
Experimental Setup: Unless otherwise noted, experiments run on Linux 4.15 with our ghOSt patches applied.
We run microbenchmarks on a 2-socket Intel Xeon Platinum
8173M @ 2GHz, 28 cores per socket, 2 logical cores each.
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Figure 5. The scalability of a global agent.
the experiment on the default microbenchmarks machine,
which uses Skylake processors, as well as a 2-socket machine
with Haswell processors (18 physical cores per socket, two
logical cores each, 2.3 GHz).
The results are shown in Fig. 5. Both lines follow a similar pattern and we annotate the Skylake line in the figure:
The steep ramp-up ❶ shows that the global agent schedules
more transactions per second as more CPUs are available
to schedule work on. The drop ❷ occurs when we co-locate
the global agent on the same physical core as a ghOSt thread
that executes work. The hyperthreads are contending for
resources in the physical core’s pipeline, which degrades
the global agent’s performance. Finally, the degradation ❸
comes from the global agent scheduling CPUs in the remote
socket. Scheduling these CPUs requires memory operations
and sending interrupts across NUMA sockets which incur
higher overheads.

Table 3. ghOSt microbenchmarks. End-to-end latency is not
equal to the sum of agent and target overheads as the two
sides do some work in parallel and the IPI propagates through
the system bus.
Table 3 summarizes the overhead of basic operations that
are unique to ghOSt. We also report the overhead of equivalent thread operations under CFS.
Message delivery overhead (lines 1-2). In the per-CPU
example, delivery to the local agent consists of adding the
message to a queue, context switching to the local agent, and
dequeuing the message. The overhead (725 ns) is dominated
by the context switch (410 ns). In the centralized example,
delivery to the global agent (265 ns) consists of adding the
message to the queue and dequeuing the message within the
global agent, which is always spinning.
Local scheduling (line 3). In the per-CPU model, this is
the overhead of committing a transaction and performing
a context switch on the local CPU, until the target thread
is running. The overhead (888 ns) is slightly higher than
CFS context switch overhead (599 ns) due to the transaction
commit, but still competitive.
Remote scheduling (lines 4-9). In the centralized
scheduling model, the agent-side commits the transaction
and sends an inter-processor interrupt (IPI). The target CPU
handles the IPI and performs the context switch. The agent’s
overhead (668 ns) sets a theoretical maximum throughput
per agent at 109 /668 = 1.5M scheduled threads per second.
Grouping 10 transactions for different CPUs improves the
theoretical maximum to 10 ∗ 109 /3964 = 2.52M scheduled
threads per second, by amortizing the IPI overhead.
Given these numbers, a single agent can theoretically
schedule roughly 25,200 threads per CPU per second for a
100 CPU server. The agent can keep 100 CPUs busy if threads
are 40𝜇s long. Policy developers should keep this per-agent
scalability limit in mind as they design ghOSt policies. This
limit is improved relatively linearly with more agents.
Global agent scalability (Fig. 5). To show how a global
agent scales, we analyze a simple round-robin policy. The
policy manages all threads in a FIFO runqueue, scheduling
them on CPUs as soon as CPUs become idle. The agent
groups as many transactions as possible per commit. We ran

4.2

Comparison to Custom Centralized Schedulers

We now compare ghOSt, a generic scheduling framework, to
a highly specialized scheduling system from recent academic
research that uses centralized policies to schedule demanding
𝜇s-scale workloads. The experiments run on a single socket
from a 2-socket Intel Xeon CPU E5-2658 (12 cores per socket,
24 logical cores per socket, 2.2 GHz).
Systems under comparison. We compared three implementations of the scheduling approach in Shinjuku [25], all
serving a RocksDB workload [70]. We use one physical core
for load generation with all systems. The Shinjuku system
runs on Linux 4.4 as its Dune [35] driver fails to compile
for newer versions. The other systems under comparison
(ghOSt-Shinjuku and CFS-Shinjuku) run on Linux 4.15 with
our ghOSt patches applied.
(1) We used the original Shinjuku system [25]. It uses 20
spinning worker threads pinned to 20 different hyperthreads
and a spinning dispatcher thread, running on a dedicated
physical core. The spinning threads prevent any other thread
from running on their CPUs (Fig. 6c). The dispatcher manages arriving requests in a FIFO and assigns them to worker
threads. Each request runs up to a limited runtime, before it
is preempted and added to the back of the FIFO.
(2) We implemented the Shinjuku scheduling policy in
ghOSt using the centralized model in 710 lines of userspace
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Figure 6. ghOSt implements modern 𝜇s-scale preemptive policies and shares CPU resources without harming tail latency.
code. The ghOSt-Shinjuku global agent starts out on its
own physical core but is free to move (§3.3). We maintain
a pool of 200 worker threads that the load generator assigns requests to. The global agent maintains a FIFO queue
of runnable worker threads and schedules them to the remaining 20 CPUs. Note that ghOSt allows other loads in the
system to use any idling CPUs, shown in Fig. 6b-c.
(3) For reference, we also implemented a non-preemptive
version of Shinjuku that runs on Linux CFS. This CFSShinjuku version does not benefit from Shinjuku’s specialized data plane features, such as the use of virtualization
features and posted interrupts for preemption.
Single Workload Comparison. As in the Shinjuku [25]
paper, we generate a workload in which each request includes a GET query to an in-memory RocksDB key-value
store [70] (about 6 𝜇s) and performs a small amount of processing. We assigned the following processing times: 99.5%
of requests - 4 𝜇s, 0.5% of requests - 10 ms. The allotted timeslice per worker thread, before forcing a preemption and
returning back to the FIFO, is 30 𝜇s. CFS-Shinjuku is nonpreemptive, so all requests run to completion.
Our results are depicted in Fig. 6a. ghOSt is competitive
with Shinjuku for 𝜇s-scale tail workloads, even though its
Shinjuku policy is implemented in 82% fewer lines of code
than the custom Shinjuku data plane system. ghOSt has
slightly higher tail latencies than Shinjuku at high loads and
is within 5% of Shinjuku’s saturation throughput. The difference reflects the extra overhead ghOSt has for scheduling a
thread for every request, whereas Shinjuku passes request
descriptors between spinning threads. CFS-Shinjuku saturates about 30% sooner than the other two systems due to
its lack of preemption.
Multiple Workloads Comparison. In a production scenario, when RocksDB load is low, it is appealing to use the
idling compute resources to serve low-priority batch applications [1, 21, 71] or run serverless functions. The original Shinjuku system schedules requests and cannot manage any other
native threads. Fig. 6c shows that when we co-locate a batch
application with a RocksDB workload managed by Shinjuku,
the batch application cannot get any CPU resources even
when the RockDB load is low.
To enable the safe co-location of low-latency and batch
workloads, one might consider using a centralized scheduling system that is thread-oriented, such as Shenango [1].

Shenango’s centralized scheduler monitors the load of a network application, and when the app is under light load, the
scheduler gives the spare CPU cycles to a batch app. However,
Shenango is not suitable for requests with varying execution
times, and so the RocksDB workload would have far worse
tail latencies than with Shinjuku.
We extended our ghOSt-Shinjuku policy to implement
Shenango-style scheduling with merely 17 more lines of
code, bringing the policy to 727 lines in total (Shinjuku +
Shenango Policy in Table 2). The policy monitors the load
to RocksDB and gives spare cycles to the batch app. Fig. 6b
shows that our modified ghOSt policy produces the same tail
latencies as our original ghOSt policy. The major benefit is
shown in Fig. 6c. While keeping the RocksDB tail latencies
intact, ghOSt now shares spare CPU cycles with the batch
app. The amount of compute the batch app can utilize is
similar to what it can achieve under CFS when running with
a nice value of 19, while RocksDB has a nice value of -20. A
few lines of code in ghOSt combined the best of Shinjuku [25]
and Shenango [1], without any application changes.
4.3

Google Snap

We now evaluate ghOSt as a replacement for our soft realtime kernel scheduler MicroQuanta [2] which manages the
worker threads for Snap [2], our userspace packet-processing
framework.
Similar to DPDK [72], Snap maintains polling (worker)
threads that are responsible for interactions with NIC hardware and for running custom networking and security protocols on behalf of important services. Snap may decide to
spawn/join worker threads as networking load changes.
How are worker threads scheduled today? Snap maintains at least one worker thread constantly polling. As bursts
of networking load arrive, Snap may wake up and subsequently put to sleep additional worker threads. These frequent wakeups/sleeps require swift scheduler intervention
to avoid added latency. Trying to guarantee low latency via
existing real-time schedulers, such as SCHED_FIFO, destabilizes the system, as it may starve other applications on the
same machine. Therefore, we deploy in production MicroQuanta, a custom, soft real-time scheduler that guarantees
that for any period, e.g., 1 ms, at most a quanta of time, e.g.,
0.9 ms, is given to each packet processing worker. This policy
ensures worker threads receive runtime while not starving
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other threads. However, it also leads to networking blackouts
of up to 0.1 ms.
Experimental setup. We used two machines, each with
two Intel Xeon Platinum 8173M processors (28 physical cores
per socket, 2 logical cores each, 2GHz), 383 GB of DRAM
and a 100Gbps NIC and a matching switch. Our tests used a
single socket, i.e., 56 logical CPUs per machine.
The test workload. Our test workload is comprised of
six client threads, sending 10k messages/second to six server
threads on the other machine and receiving a symmetrically
sized reply. The test is designed to stress thread scheduling
and not the NIC. One client thread sends 64-byte messages,
which represents a worst-case scenario rather than a realistic
load. Each of the other five client threads sends 64kB messages. The total bandwidth achieved in all cases is 51.86Gbps.
In all experiments, the client and server threads are scheduled by Linux CFS. In our ghOSt experiments, the worker
threads are scheduled with ghOSt instead of MicroQuanta.
We run tests in two modes. In the quiet mode, the client/server threads are the only explicit workload on their machines. In the loaded mode, the machines are also running
40 additional antagonist threads of a batch workload that
attempt to use idling CPU resources, unused by server or
Snap threads, when network traffic is low.
ghOSt policy. We replace MicroQuanta with the following ghOSt policy. The policy manages the worker threads
of Snap and the antagonist threads. It is a simple, yet effective centralized FIFO policy. The global agent tries to find
an idle CPU to schedule its threads, giving Snap worker
threads strict priority over antagonist threads. In quiet mode
tests, the worker threads are frequently preempted by the
client/server threads and other native threads scheduled by
CFS (e.g., important but periodic daemons). In loaded mode
tests, Snap worker threads will preempt antagonist threads,
but cannot preempt threads managed by CFS. Antagonist
threads only run when there are spare resources from both
CFS threads and Snap. We did not use any dedicated cores.
Tail latency comparison. Fig. 7 compares the round-trip
tail latencies for client requests given the two schedulers in
the machine. We present tail latencies separately for 64B and
64kB messages. For 64B messages, ghOSt performs similar or
10% better than the baseline when we consider up to 99.9th
percentile latency. For 99.99% and above, ghOSt latencies are
up to 1.7× worse. The 64B messages require little compute
for packet processing. Hence, when traffic is bursty with
many 64B messages, ghOSt’s overhead of scheduling events
is noticeable . For 64kB messages, ghOSt performs similarly
to the baseline for up to the 99th percentile latency (within
15% in either direction). For 99.9th percentile and above,
ghOSt leads to tail latencies that are 5% to 30% lower. The
64kB messages require more processing (for copying data)
and therefore lead to fewer scheduling events. The reason
ghOSt performs better than MicroQuanta in some cases is
that it can relocate a worker thread when a CPU becomes
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Figure 7. Google Snap latencies for 64B and 64kB messages.
busy due to a server process thread. MicroQuanta, on the
other hand, has to wait for a blackout period.
These results are very encouraging. A very simple ghOSt
policy performs similarly to a custom kernel scheduler without needing to modify Snap. ghOSt allows rapid experimentation and performance optimization, which is substantially
harder with kernel schedulers. We expect that additional
improvements, such as including scheduling hints from the
worker threads, can further optimize performance.
4.4

Google Search

We now evaluate ghOSt as a replacement for the CFS scheduler on machines that serve Google Search queries [73].
The test workload. The benchmark includes a query
generator running on a separate machine (without ghOSt),
sending three different query types, denoted A, B, and C.
Query type A is a CPU and memory-intensive query serviced
by worker threads which are woken up as needed. Query
type B needs little computation but does require access to the
SSD, and is serviced by a collection of short-lived workers,
also woken up as needed. Query type C is a CPU-intensive
load serviced by long-living worker threads.
At packet ingress, all queries are first processed by one
of several server threads, which create sub-queries to be
processed by the worker threads referenced above. Some subqueries must be processed by specific worker threads tied to
a NUMA node to take advantage of data locality. Since this
workload is memory and CPU bound, queries are serviced
much faster if they are handled by worker threads running
on the same socket where the data they access reside.
Experimental setup. The machines we evaluated ghOSt
on have two AMD Zen Rome processors with 256 CPUs in
total (2 sockets, 64 physical cores per socket, 2 logical cores
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each). AMD’s architecture brings new challenges because
it clusters groups of 4 physical cores (8 logical cores) into
CCXs (CPU Core Complexes), where each CCX has its own
L3 cache.
ghOSt policy. We implement a policy using ghOSt’s centralized model with a single global agent to schedule all 256
CPUs. At startup, the global agent first generates a model
of the system topology, using sysfs. The global agent then
uses the topology information to schedule threads based on
their NUMA preferences and, when possible, prefers running
the threads on a CPU belonging to the last CCX the threads
ran on. The global agent maintains a min-heap ordered by
thread runtime, where threads with the least elapsed runtime are picked for execution before others. Threads run to
completion or until preempted by a CFS thread.
The NUMA- and CCX-aware heuristics for picking the
next idle CPU are only 57 lines of code due to ghOSt’s flexible
transaction API and use of the C++ standard library. When
a new worker thread is spawned, its cpumask is set (via
sched_setaffinity()) to the set of CPUs in the socket
where its query data is located. This cpumask is included
as part of the THREAD_CREATED message that is sent to the
global agent. When the ghOSt global agent wants to run
the next thread at the front of its runqueue, it intersects the
thread’s cpumask with the set of idle CPUs. If the intersection
is empty, the agent skips the thread and schedules the next
thread in the runqueue, revisiting the skipped thread in the
next iteration of its scheduling loop.
Search query performance improves when each thread
runs on CPUs with warmed-up L1, L2, or L3 caches. For each
thread-scheduling event, our ghOSt policy assigns the thread
to an idle CPU target that is closest to where the thread last
ran. The policy first searches for available CPUs within the
same L1 and L2 cache domain of the CPU where the thread
last ran. If no idle CPUs are found, the policy extends the
search to the CCX (L3 cache) domain. If this fails, too, then
it does a fan-out search for the nearest neighbor of the CCX
where the thread last ran, to avoid expensive thread migration costs due to high inter-CCX communication latencies.
CFS vs. ghOSt. Fig. 8 compares normalized query latency
and throughput for the search benchmark using CFS and the
ghOSt policy over a period of 60 seconds. Fig. 8a-c shows
that ghOSt offers comparable throughput to CFS. Both CFS
and ghOSt consider NUMA socket and CCX placement. The
NUMA and CCX optimizations were critical in achieving
parity with CFS as they delivered 27% and 10% throughput improvements, respectively. Iteratively optimizing for
NUMA and CCX placement in a short ghOSt policy is much
easier than experimenting with changes in the kernel CFS
code. Every modification to the ghOSt agent requires merely
restarting the agent’s process, whereas any modification to
CFS would mandate a kernel installation and a reboot.
Tail Latency. Fig. 8d-f shows that ghOSt leads to about
40-45% reduction in tail latency for query types A and B,

compared to CFS, and comparable tail latency for query type
C. Prior to socket- and CCX-aware optimizations, the ghOSt
policy led to nearly 2x worse latency for query type A and
was on par with CFS for query type B and C (i.e., within 10%).
Query type A is memory-bound and benefited the most from
topology optimizations. Query type B accesses both memory
and SSD, while query type C is mostly compute-bound. For
B and C, the ghOSt policy had an advantage to begin with
as the global agent spins and reacts quickly to changes in
capacity in the whole system, rebalancing threads across
CPUs on the order of microseconds. CFS on the other hand
only rebalances threads across CPUs at periodic intervals on
the order of milliseconds, harming query tail latencies.
We can improve query C’s latency on ghOSt by further
refining our policy. The workload assigns nice values to
threads to express relative priority ordering to CFS, which
is important for ensuring that worker threads run with
higher priority than low-priority background threads (e.g.,
for garbage collection). CFS makes more optimal decisions
by using these nice values, and initial experiments show
that incorporating them into ghOSt’s policy will allow ghOSt
to beat CFS for query C’s tail latency.
Our experience with rapid experimentation. ghOSt
is a viable solution for our production fleet, capable of scheduling for large machines and realistic workloads, while enabling rapid development and roll-out of scheduling policies.
When developing a kernel scheduler, the write-test-write
cycle includes (a) compiling a kernel (up to 15 minutes), (b)
deploying the kernel (10-20 minutes), and (c) running the
test (1 hour due to database initialization following a reboot).
As a result, the enthusiastic kernel developer experiments
with 5 variants per day. With ghOSt, compiling, deploying
and launching the new agent is comfortably done within one
minute. In fact, due to ghOSt’s ability to upgrade without a
reboot, the test continues to run uninterrupted. This also has
an important secondary effect, as the scale and complexity
of this test can contribute non-trivial run-to-run variance
across a reboot, confounding optimization development.
This ease of experimentation allowed us to experiment
with bespoke optimizations, which would be extremely difficult to discover otherwise. For example, due to high variance
in intra-CCX and inter-CCX latencies in the Rome architecture, we found that if a thread’s preferred CCX cluster
is unavailable, it is more efficient to temporarily keep the
thread pending for 100 𝜇s rather than migrate it to another
CCX immediately.
4.5

Protecting VMs from L1TF/MDS Attacks

We now evaluate a ghOSt policy protecting virtual machines
from cross-hyperthread speculative execution attacks, such
as L1TF and MDS [27–32]. In these attacks, a malicious VM
exploits microarchitectural flaws to steal data from a different VM running on a sibling hyperthread. The attacks are
mitigated by ensuring every physical core only runs virtual
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Figure 8. Google Search benchmark results with CFS and ghOSt scheduling.
CPUs (vCPUs) from the same VM. Microarchitectural buffers
are flushed when a new VM is scheduled on a physical core.
Mitigating cross-hyperthread attacks requires scheduling
physical cores, with two logical CPUs each. Implementing
core scheduling in a per-CPU model is challenging since
the scheduler code can only run threads on the CPU it is
currently executing on. In contrast, a ghOSt agent can easily
schedule an entire core by performing a synchronized group
commit for each physical core, i.e., issuing commits for both
CPUs of a core which must either all succeed or all fail.
Our per-core scheduling model is illustrated in Fig. 9. In
every core, both sibling CPUs post messages to the same
queue. At any time, only a single agent is active on a given
physical core. The CPU that generates the message wakes
up its corresponding agent to be the active agent; the other
agent becomes inactive if necessary. The active agent makes
a scheduling decision for both CPUs and commits a group
transaction in a way such that there are no pending messages
in the queue, as explained in §3.2. In this per-physical-core
scheduling model, the ghOSt policy ensures the threads running on the physical core belong to the same VM. The VM’s
threads may occupy (a) both siblings or (b) only one sibling
while the other sibling runs an idle thread.
Secure VM Core Scheduling Policy. We implement a
VM-scheduling policy similar to Tableau [23] in both the
kernel and in ghOSt. We designed this policy to ensure forward progress, bound tail latency, and provide good average
latency among all VMs. The policy ensures the former two
by scheduling each runnable VM thread for c units of time
every period p. Specifically, we use a partitioned EDF scheme
wherein each physical core dedicates guaranteed time for
each thread to run, bounding tail latency. Any excess time
is shared fairly among runnable threads, improving average
latency. The runqueues span a single NUMA node; when a
physical core goes idle and looks for a new thread to run, it

prefers to select a thread in its NUMA-local runqueue. However, under high system load the policy allows spilling across
runqueues, providing NUMA preference without the hard
boundary imposed by a CPU affinity mask.
Evaluation. The experimental setup is identical to §4.3.
We scheduled 32 vCPUs on 25 physical cores with 50 logical CPUs. We ran the bwaves benchmark from SPECCPU
2006, with three scheduling policies: 1) CFS, providing no
security against speculative execution attacks; 2) In-kernel
secure VM core scheduling; and 3) ghOSt secure VM core
scheduling. The results are depicted in Table 4. CFS provides
better overall performance, but no security. The ghOSt policy
mitigates cross-hyperthread attacks and performs similar to
the in-kernel version of core scheduling, even in light of the
additional context switching overheads in ghOSt.

5

Future Work

Accelerating scheduling with BPF. Accelerating ghOSt
by delegating some of the agent responsibilities to synchronous BPF callbacks is an open research area. The global agent
scheduling loop in §4.4 takes 30 𝜇s, creating potential scheduling gaps. Indeed, some of the threads in our system run
for only 5-30 𝜇s before they block, leaving CPUs idle during
these gaps. We can mitigate these scheduling gaps using an
integrated BPF program, described in §3.2.
The BPF program communicates with userspace via
shared memory with several multi-producer, multi-consumer
ring buffers. The agent inserts runnable threads into the
buffers and BPF tries to run them. The agent may revoke a
thread before BPF can schedule the thread. For example, the
global agent can use one ring buffer per NUMA node; the
global agent can then track each thread’s preferred NUMA
node and load-balance the threads between the two rings.
Tick-less scheduling. When ghOSt is in centralized
mode, timer ticks can be disabled across CPUs to avoid expensive VM-exits in VM workloads. In a classic per-CPU
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Scheduling Policy
CFS (no security)
In-kernel Core Scheduling
ghOSt Core Scheduling

bwaves Rate
489
464
468

Total Time
888 seconds
937 seconds
929 seconds

Agent
0

Inactive
Agent N

CPU 0

Agent
N+1
N/2

0

Table 4. Secure VM Core Scheduling performance. SPECCPU 2006 bwaves, scheduling 32 vCPUs on 50 real/logical
CPUs. Rate - higher is better. Time - lower is better.
scheduler, the ticks trigger the scheduler every millisecond
to ensure round-robin preemption across all VMs. Unfortunately, these ticks cause a VM-exit to host kernel context.
Since the global agent is continuously spinning and making scheduling decisions, there is no need for these ticks.
Eliminating these ticks across all CPUs will substantially
reduce guest jitter. This type of optimization is not possible with CFS. The closest option in CFS is to enable
CONFIG_NO_HZ_FULL, but that will only disable ticks when
there is no more than one runnable thread on a given CPU,
which is typically not the case under high utilization.

6

Inactive
Agent 1

CPU 1

Physical core 0

CPU N

CPU N+1

Physical core N/2

Figure 9. ghOSt per-core scheduling. Each couple of siblingCPUs shares a single message queue. For each core, only a
single agent is active at a time.
where scheduling is done by threads donating their runtime.
The donation model is less efficient and less expressive than
ghOSt’s transactions. Each CPU’s root scheduler would donate its runtime to another thread. That thread could also
be a scheduler, allowing for a hierarchy of schedulers, or
an application thread — elegantly solving priority inversion.
These schedulers, like ghOSt agents, received messages about
thread and system events. The system’s dispatcher, analogous to ghOSt kernel code, handled mechanism: executing
donations and sending messages. A donation is akin to a
ghOSt transaction to run the local CPU, but it cannot schedule remote CPUs quickly. To do so, it must wake a scheduler
on the remote CPU and have it donate. Further, unlike ghOSt,
each scheduler can only schedule a single CPU at a time.

Related Work

We briefly discuss additional prior work related to ghOSt.
Scheduler Activations and user-level threading.
Scheduler Activations [74] provides an API for an individual
application to coordinate the scheduling of CPUs assigned to
it by the kernel. In contrast to ghOSt, Scheduler Activations
allows an application to react to the assignment or removal
of a CPU, but it does not allow the assignment of CPUs to applications. One may use Activations to synchronize an application with ghOSt scheduling decisions. Similarly, userspace
thread libraries and schedulers [13, 22, 48, 52–57, 59, 60, 75]
multiplex userspace contexts on top of kernel threads but do
not control when or where kernel threads run.
SmartNIC scheduling. Recent work explores the right
policies and mechanisms to offload scheduling and applications from the host to a SmartNIC [19, 76–78]. ghOSt’s
shared-memory queue and transaction APIs were designed
to work seamlessly with new coherent interconnect technologies such as CXL [79], allowing ghOSt to be offloaded
in part or in full to a SmartNIC.
Return of microkernels. An emerging trend is offloading kernel components to userspace, similar to microkernels [80]. DPDK [72], IX [34], and Snap [2] offload network
drivers and stacks to userspace. SPDK [81], ReFlex [82],
FUSE [83], and DashFS [63] offload storage and file system
operations. Linux Userspace I/O (UIO) [84] facilitates offload
of kernel drivers. A new CPU design has even been proposed
to accelerate microkernels [85]. ghOSt continues this trend.
Prior work also suggested moving the scheduler to
userspace. Stoess developed a hierarchical, user-level scheduler for the L4 microkernel [86]. However, unlike ghOSt,
Stoess requires modifying applications to implement the
custom scheduling policies.
CPU Inheritance Scheduling. Ford and Susarla’s CPU
Inheritance Scheduling [87] is a user-level scheduling system

7

Conclusion

We presented ghOSt, a new platform for evaluating and implementing thread scheduling policies for the modern data
center. ghOSt transforms scheduler development from the
realm of monolithic kernel implementations to a more flexible userspace setting, allowing a wide range of programming
languages and libraries to be applied. While intuitively, moving scheduling decisions to userspace might suggest excessive coordination overhead, we have minimized synchronous
costs in our APIs and our characterization shows most operations to be circa 𝜇s. What previously required extensive effort
to optimize and deploy can now be often realized in less than
a thousand lines of code. ghOSt allowed us to quickly develop
policies for our production software — rapidly testing and
iterating — leading to competitive performance compared to
the status quo schedulers. We open-source ghOSt to serve
as the basis of future lines of research for the new era of
user-driven resource management.
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